Field service and spares management centre

Aberdeen is the location of our Scottish HQ and the UK service centre for field service and spare parts dedicated to the Marine, Oil and Gas, Pulp and Paper, Metals, Power Generation, Drives and Instrumentation business units.

From this centre, our Field Service Management (FSM) team are responsible for all field service enquiries and assigning and dispatching the appropriate resources to your site when you need them.

A service contract is the most efficient way to manage the life cycle performance of your assets. It helps us manage our resource capacity to enable guaranteed response times and technical support on demand. We have dedicated contract management personnel in our centre to support these requirements.

Our spares organisation works in collaboration with the FSM team to deliver the required parts on site to conduct the necessary repairs. It also provides a spare parts service directly to our customers which includes a warranty and repairs service as well as inventory management in parts and service inclusive contracts.

—

Contact us

For further information please contact us:

—

ABB Limited
Hareness Road
Altens Industrial Estate
Aberdeen
AB12 3LE
United Kingdom

Phone: +44 (0)333 005 7001
Email: abb.service@gb.abb.com

abb.com/service
Field service and spares management centre

Tel: 0333 005 7001

Operations support

Operations support manager
Lynn Boyne
lynn.boyne@gb.abb.com
01224 597412
07801 798991

Field Service Management (FSM)

Service
abb.service@gb.abb.com

Drives Warranty
gb-driveswarranty@abb.com

FSM Team Lead
Lee Smith
lee.smith@gb.abb.com
01224 597417
07809 233048

Paper, Metals, Power Generation and Control Technology

Sean May
sean.j.may@gb.abb.com

Kimberly Gerrie
kimberly.gerrie@gb.abb.com

Marine and Drives

Graham Black
graham.k.black@gb.abb.com

Emma Griffin
emma.l.griffin@gb.abb.com

Emma Joss
emma.e.joss@gb.abb.com

Dominique Robertson
dominique.robertson@gb.abb.com

Measurement and Analytics

Stephanie Fitzgerald
stephanie.e.fitzgerald@gb.abb.com

Thomas Bewst
thomas.bews@gb.abb.com

Cheryl Henderson
cheryl.henderson@gb.abb.com

Contract Management

Pauline Anderson
pauline.anderson@gb.abb.com

Spare Parts

General Email
automation.spares@gb.abb.com

Spares Team Lead
Ross Johnston
ross.johnston@gb.abb.com
01224 597423
07720 077364

Spares Team
Susan Christie
susan.christie@gb.abb.com

Laura Tawse
laura.tawse@gb.abb.com

Annalise Paterson
annalise.paterson@gb.abb.com

Martyn Clunes
martyn.clunes@gb.abb.com

Stuart Tough
stuart.tough@gb.abb.com

Kimberley Gray
kimberley.gray@gb.abb.com

Michelle Burnett
michelle.burnett@gb.abb.com

Elaine Ryrie
elaine.ryrie@gb.abb.com

Order Progress

Jodie Robb
jodie.robb@gb.abb.com